
Gerd and Barbaras New Years letter 

 

Another year has passed. Last week the family gathered in Annas and 

Gerolds new home in Linz to celebrate Christmas..They bought the 

house this summer and moved in in September.One reasen was that 

Gerold who is an Orthopaedic surgeon 

at Innsbruck Medical University is now half-time in Linz,were Anna 

has her job as head of health economy at the state health 

insurance.Katharina and Andreas were coming with our two 

grandsons Simon and Luka from Vienna.Katharina is now working 

again parttime as MD in Occupational medicine at Telecom Austria . 

We did not have a White Christmas this year.We had a very cold early 

december with snow in our garden,but then the Föhn(warm wind from 

the south) came and took it away.But there is however still lots of 

snow in the mountains. 

 

The last year started with a cultural event.In February we were invited 

to the Opera house in Zürich were they gave „Meistersinger von 

Nürnberg“.An outstanding performance.Over the year we had several 

further memorable cultural events.Anna had invited us to the Bruckner 

Festival were we went to a concert in St.Florian,one of the largest and 

most beautifull monasterys in Austria were Anton Bruckner was an 

Organist and composed some of his work.With friends from Marburg 



we went to a summer festival here in Tyrol. Gerd is combinig his 

monthly business meetings at the Austrian Academy of Sciences with 

visits of the Vienna Opera house and Concert Halls.Sometimes 

Barbara is coming with him.In November we listened to the Vienna 

Philharmonics in the fameous „Musikverein“.  

 

In May Katharina visited us with the grandchildren for a week and in 

October Katharina and Andreas dropped Simon and Luka here and 

took a few days off .We had a week full  of activities all planned by 

Barbara.We visited the largest mediveal silver mine in Schwaz near 

Innsbruck  were a little train goes in a tunnel 1000m into the 

mountain.Spectacular not only for the children but also the 

grandparents!Though we also visited them we saw them  

too rarely this year. The little rural village outside Vienna were they 

live is 500km from Tirol and this year we had no vaccation together as 

in the years before(Finland for three weeks last year). 

 

In addition to the many small trips we travelled extensively in 2012. 

In March we had a guided tour to Apulia in Italy and enjoyed the rich 

culture. Impressiv was a visit to Castel del Monte of Fredericus II 

from Hohenstaufen. 

  



A highlight of the year certainly was a three weeks trip to Brazil with 

Anna and Gerold  in August.We went to the Pantanal and southern 

Amazonia and had an excellent guide,an American naturalist who also 

guides film teams from BBC,ARTE etc.We were in very remote areas 

and saw anacondas,jaguars etc. and an incredible number of colourfull 

birds.A further natur-tour was to Mecklenburg in Germany beginning 

of October.This is the time when thousends of cranes gather there in a 

small area and rest on their way to the south.A spectacular event when 

they fly in and out their nightly resting places. 

 

Gerd is still going to the institute,but on an irregular basis.He has a 

small group doing research.He also still attends conferences  but splits 

between Human Genetics- and Atherosclerosis/Lipid meetings.In 

September he met Christian Ehnholm and Kai Simons at the European 

Lipoprotein Conference in Tutzing.With Kai, Gerd was driving to the 

Buchheim Art Museum nearby in his new Cabrio.  

 

Barbara is still actively involved in the self-support group for the 

Prader-Willi Syndrome(a genetic disease) and joined Gerd at the 

European Human Genetics Conference in Nürnberg(were they went to 

different sessiones,Barbara clinical,Gerd molecular). 



The last year was the first since almost 10 years that Barbara had not 

to drive to Kaiserslautern (about 600 km from here) almost monthly,to 

see her parents,which is a relieve and sad at the same time.Her parents 

lived there the last 36 years and Barbaras mother died September 2011. 

 

Gerd was fly-fishing a few times only this year and the many activities 

left not much time for our small summer house in the Trentino. 

 

 

We wish you a 

 

A Happy New Year 

 

 

 

 

 


